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Large dairies have complex, energy-intensive operations. Pacific Gas and Electric
Company (PG&E) dairy customers may qualify for the Dairy Industry Resource
Advantage (DIRA) Program, which is designed to help dairies lower energy use
and become more sustainable. PG&E has contracted with CLEAResult, a third
party energy efficiency implementation specialist, to implement the DIRA
Program. The DIRA Program offers dairies technical assistance, education, and
support in qualifying energy efficiency upgrades for cash rebates and incentives.
CLEAResult energy efficiency experts help identify and implement solutions that
can reduce expenses, improve dairy operations, and strengthen overall energy
performance. Increasing energy efficiency also benefits the environment by
conserving our natural resources and reducing air emissions.

From 2010–2012, the DIRA
Program has saved over
4 million kilowatt-hours and
900 kW of energy. This equates
to approximately 2,500,000
pounds of CO² removed from
the atmosphere, equivalent
to removing approximately
238 passenger vehicles from
California highways.

Eligibility Requirements
The DIRA Program is open to PG&E large dairy customers that receive gas and/or
electric service and whose annual electric use exceeds 500,000 kWh per year.
Dairies that operate under North American Industry Classification System Codes
112120, 112420 and 112410 qualify for the Program. The program focuses on
Retrofit and Retro-commissioning projects, but New Construction is excluded.

Energy Efficiency Measures Covered
Any qualified project that can demonstrate energy savings potential may be
eligible for incentives through the DIRA Program. The DIRA Program offers
deemed rebates as described in PG&E Rebate Catalogs, as well as calculated
incentives for upgrades that are not addressed through the deemed rebate
process. Examples of common energy savings opportunities for dairies include:
• Milk Cooling System retrofits
• Heat Exchanger upgrades
• Evaporative cooling integration
• Milk and Vacuum pump VFD installation
• Ventilation fan or box fan retrofit
• Lighting system upgrades
• Integrated system controls
• Compressed air upgrades
• Waste and Water system optimization

Support from Inception to Inspection
Enrollment in the program begins with a meeting between a DIRA Team
representative and the dairy decision-makers. The process is as follows:
1. The customer signs an Access Agreement, allowing the DIRA Program access
to billing history and the dairy site in order to provide program services.
2. DIRA Team engineers conduct a preliminary analysis based on a phone screen
and evaluate the types of projects to pursue and the level of program services
to implement. Further engineering analysis may range from a walk-through
energy audit to more intensive data collection and analysis depending on
individual sites and the complexity of the energy efficiency opportunities
under consideration.
3. The DIRA Team provides the dairy with a summary of high-potential energy
saving recommendations for consideration.
4. The dairy signs a Program Participation Agreement (PPA) to state which
projects they are interested in implementing. The DIRA Program can assist with
identifying relevant contractors or evaluating proposals, and will coordinate
with the customer’s preferred vendor to maximize efficiency potential.
5. Upon project completion, the dairy submits all invoices and project
documentation to the DIRA Program for processing. The DIRA Program
may need to conduct an on-site inspection of the project, which may include
installation of data loggers, in order to verify the final installation meets
rebate requirements.
6. The DIRA Program submits final program documentation to PG&E, then
provides the customer rebate.

Next Steps
For more information about the DIRA Program and to find out how to enroll,
please contact CLEAResult at 650-726-7628, email DIRA@clearesult.com, or go
to www.clearesult.com for additional information. You may also contact the PG&E
Business Customer Service Center at 1-800-468-4743 or visit www.pge.com for
more information about energy efficiency programs.
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